Public Comment for OMB regulations:

Dear Public Comment for OMB regulations:

I am totally against privatization of Social Security, and I want to be informed about any other changes in this direction.

As for Social Security privatization, the goal is very simple:

Politicians have stolen the FICA Trust Fund and used it as they saw fit, when it was NOT theirs to use for anything.

Politicians have put IOU's nearing if not at $1 trillion replacing the cash coming in from FICA tax payers and putting the cash in the General Fund for their own pet projects. That is stealing because NOT ONE who has ever put IOU's into the fund to replace cash that was in it CAN NEVER REPAY 1 CENT OF WHAT THEY HAVE TAKEN.

The problem is not as politicians have said: not enough folks paying into the fund, thus, it will go bust. No, no, no. It is because those $billions if not $trillions of tax dollars put in there for working Americans to retire on are being used the moment the cash hits the door in Congress for other things.

Another lie is that the fund was only making 1% or so, and if so, that would be another crime inflicted upon the American people by Politicians in Washington. But, the TRUTH of the matter is that NO ONE, NO BANK, OR OTHER SAVINGS INSTITUTION WILL EVER PAY A CENT ON IOU's, and that is all there is...nothing to invest of the working people's Trust Fund.

Did you get that? "TRUST" Fund. What a joke.

Privatization is only for one purpose...to pass the hot potato into other hands so as to pretend that their (politicians) hands are clean!
Americans are either very stupid or absolutely uninformed about what is going on in our country today. I think it is an attitude of "I've got it made, so why worry about what is going on?". One day, when they wake up to find they have nothing and their country is run by multinationals, it will be too late.

Stop all this nonsense and educate the public about these abuses by their reps.

Ezra McLaurin Alexander in Cypress, TX.

Sincerely,

Mac Alexander